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NOTE: Under normal conditions, this watch will
receive radio signals to automatically update the
time and calendar. There may be conditions in
which the radio signal cannot be received. If a
signal cannot be received, the watch will operate
normally, but not sync with the radio signal.
NOTE: After a complete loss of charge or an abnormal display or function is noticed, an ALL RESET
PROCEDURE and 0-POSITIONING CHECK AND
CORRECTION is required. Be sure to set the time
and date after performing these procedures.
RADIO RECEPTION
The watch will receive radio signals both automatically and on-demand. Both the time and calendar
will update based on the current time zone.
Automatic reception occurs first at 2:00 a.m., 3 a.m.
and then if needed, at 4:00 a.m. If the 2:00 a.m.
or 3:00 a.m. reception is successful, subsequent
reception attempts will not be activated.
The “on-demand” feature allows the user to enter
the reception mode at his/her convenience. This
is helpful when changing time zones before the
automatic update or if an automatic update was
not successful.
NOTE: Based on signal strength, it can take up to
15 minutes to complete the radio reception update
process. During the update process, the watch
must not be moved otherwise the transmission signal may be interrupted resulting in an unsuccessful
time/calendar update.
For in-depth instructions on the radio reception feature, please refer to your owners guide.
ALL RESET AND 0-POSITIONING
PROCEDURE
NOTE: The upper right button (B) will be recessed
in the case. The lower right button (A) may be recessed as well, depending on your model. You will
need a narrow pointed object, such as a wooden
toothpick to activate the recessed button(s).
oPull the crown out two ‘clicks’.
oPress the upper right (B) and lower right (A) buttons down simultaneously for 1 to 2 seconds, then
release them. The hands and date will move back
and forth to indicate the ALL RESET is successful.
oRotate the crown in either direction so that the
date indicates 1 and is centered in the date window.
oPress and release the lower right button (A). The
hour hand will move slightly indicating it is active
for setting. Turn the crown so that the hour hand is
pointing towards 12:00
oPress and release the lower right button (A).
The second hand will move slightly indicating the
minute and second hands may be set. Rotate the
crown in either direction to move the minute and
second hands to the 12:00 position.
oThis completes the all reset and 0-positioning.
The Time and Calendar must now be set.

TO SET THE TIME AND CALENDAR
NOTE: After receiving a radio signal, the time and
date will automatically set. There may be circumstances however for which you need to manually
set the time and date such as after an all- reset and
0-positioning.

TO CHANGE TIMEZONES
oPull the crown out one ‘click’. Rotate the crown
clockwise or counterclockwise until the second/multifunction hand indicates the time zone nearest your
current location.

oPull the crown one additional ‘click’ to the time
oPull the crown out one ‘click’. Rotate the crown setting position. The second/multi-function hand will
clockwise or counterclockwise until the second/ rotate to the SMT (daylight savings time) “on” or “off”
multi-function hand indicates the time zone nearest setting position set in memory.
your current location.
oRotate the crown clockwise to activate (turn on) or
oPull the crown one additional ‘click’ to the time counterclockwise to deactivate (turn off) daylight savsetting position. The second/multi-function hand ings time (SMT.)
will rotate to the SMT (daylight savings time) “on”
oPush the crown in two “clicks. This completes
or “off” setting position set in memory.
changing timezones.
oRotate the crown clockwise to activate (turn on)
or counterclockwise to deactivate (turn off) daylight
TO INITIATE ON DEMAND RECEPTION
savings time (SMT)
There may be times when you need to initiate radio
oPress and release the lower right button (A). The reception rather than waiting for the automatic update
second hand will rotate to the 12:00 position indi- to occur.
cating the minute hand is active for setting.
oPress and hold the lower right button (A) for apoRotate the crown in either direction to set the
proximately 2 seconds and release. The second/
current minutes.
NOTE: to activate rapid advancement, quickly spin multi-function hand will move to the “RX” position.
the crown. To stop rapid advancement, turn the
Place the watch on a stable surface where it will not
crown one “click” in either direction.
NOTE: the second hand will make one complete be disturbed during the update process. The update
revolution for each minute advanced or decre- process can take up to 15 minutes to complete, demented.
pending on signal strength.
Press and release the lower right button (A). The
hour hand will move slightly indicating it is active After the update process is complete, the watch will
return to normal operation.
for setting.
Rotate the crown to move the hour hand until you
see the date change. This hour shown indicates
“AM”. Continue to rotate the crown until the proper
“a.m.” or “p.m.” hour is set.

If you are having difficulty receiving radio reception,
try a different location such as by a window that is
facing your nearest radio transmission tower (as indicated in your instruction manual)

oPress and release the lower right button (A). The TO CHECK RADIO RECEPTION RESULTS
date will move slightly indicating it is active for set- You may manually check the results of the last radio
ting.
reception.
oRotate the crown in either direction until the cor- oWith the crown in the closed position next to the
rect date is shown.
case, press and release the lower right button (A).
oPress and release the lower right button (A). The
second hand will move to the current leap year setting stored in memory. Rotate the crown to set the
proper leap year.

The second/multi-function hand will move to indicate
either “OK” indicating a successful radio reception or
“ NO” to indicate failed radio reception. After approximately 10 seconds, the second/multi-function hand
Each hour indice indicates the month, while each will resume normal operation.
minute past the hour indicates the years past a
leap year. As an example, to set the watch for June, For further instructions and details of the many
2 years past the last leap year, turn the crown so additional features of the World Perpetual AT, please
the second hand is at the 32 minutes past the hour refer to your owners manual or the technical support
(hour 6 for June, 2 minutes past the “hour” for 2 section our web site at www.citizenwatch.com
years past a leap year. EX:
Months of Year
November

December

October

Leap Year Setting
January
February

Leap Year
1 year past leap year
2 year past leap year
3 year past leap year

March

September
August

April
July

June

May

oPush the crown in two “clicks. This completes setting the time and calendar.

